
WAIVER OF LIABILITY A.S.D.RMA SYSTEMA ITALY

Via Galileo Galilei 18   35030 Rubano PD
PI 03195071208 Cf 91336670376

LAST NAME _____________________________________   FIRST NAME __________________________

ADDRESS:  CITY _______________________________________________________________________

VIA _________________________________ ZIP CODE _________    PROV ________________________

OCCUPATION _________________________________________________________________________

HOME PHONE __________________________________ MOBILE PHONE _________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________

I certify that:

1- I am in possession of a medical certificate that declares me fit for non competitive physical activities

2- I am physically and psychologically fit for this sport activity

3- I have not used , and will not use in the 48 hour time frame prior to the physical exercise, any drug or altering substance, I am 
not under the influence of any medication, or abuse of alcohol or food

4- I am aware of the possible or unforeseen risks that are involved with this physical activity, which is considered potentially 
dangerous

I furthermore acknowledge that:

5- I  assume any risk of harm or injury which might occur to me or to other people or things due to an improper behavior on my 
side 

6- I relieve the A.S.D RMA SYSTEMA ITALY Association, its  employees and heirs from any responsibility towards me  and my heirs
in regards to any injury, death or any damage ( even caused by  a third party) I could incur into while practicing this sport at 
the Association’s gym

7- That I have read and fully understood this document before signing it. I understand and fully agree the reasons behind these 
rules, I am aware that not following them could put me and other people in a dangerous situation. According to articles 1341 
and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code. I certify that I approve part 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8- of the above form.

8- I authorized the use of images and videos taken during shows for advertising purposes, and I agree to their broadcast on 
paper, electronic means,  and Internet. 

Place and date  _______________________    Signature _______________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Privacy Act (96/2003)

Having been informed about Art 13 of the Privacy code and of art 7 and following, I agree to the legal use of my personal data by RMA 
SYSTEMA ITALIA.

My signature below authorizes RMA SYSTEMA ITALIA to use my personal data, according to DL 196/2003, and my images on Internet or 
brochures, with advertising purposes.

Place and date _______________________ Signature _________________________________________


